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ÂÚUèÿææçÍüØô¢ ·ð¤ çÜ° çÙÎðüàæ
1. ÂãÜðU ÂëDU ·ð¤ ª¤ÂÚU çÙØÌ SÍæÙ ÂÚU ¥ÂÙæ ÚUôÜU ÙÕÚU çÜç¹°Ð

Write your roll number in the space provided on the top of
this page.
This paper consists of fifty multiple-choice type of questions.
At the commencement of examination, the question booklet
will be given to you. In the first 5 minutes, you are
requested to open the booklet and compulsorily examine it
as below :
(i)
To have access to the Question Booklet, tear off the
paper seal on the edge of this cover page. Do not
accept a booklet without sticker-seal and do not accept
an open booklet.
(ii) Tally the number of pages and number of questions
in the booklet with the information printed on the
cover page. Faulty booklets due to pages/questions
missing or duplicate or not in serial order or any
other discrepancy should be got replaced immediately
by a correct booklet from the invigilator within the
period of 5 minutes. Afterwards, neither the question
booklet will be replaced nor any extra time will be
given.
(iii) After this verification is over, the Serial No. of the
booklet should be entered in the Answer-sheets and
the Serial No. of Answer Sheet should be entered on
this Booklet.
Each item has four alternative responses marked (A), (B),
(C) and (D). You have to darken the oval as indicated
below on the correct response against each item.
Example :

A

B

C

2. §â ÂýàÙ-Âæ ×ð¢ Â¿æâ Õãéçß·¤ËÂèØ ÂýàÙ ãñ¢Ð
3. ÂÚUèÿææ ÂýæÚUÖ ãôÙð ÂÚU, ÂýàÙ-ÂéçSÌ·¤æ ¥æÂ·¤ô Îð Îè ÁæØð»èÐ ÂãÜðU ÂUæ¡¿ ç×ÙÅU

¥æÂ·¤ô ÂýàÙ-ÂéçSÌ·¤æ ¹ôÜÙð ÌÍæ ©â·¤è çÙÙçÜç¹Ì Áæ¡¿ ·ð¤ çÜ° çÎØð
ÁæØð¢»ð çÁâ·¤è Áæ¡¿ ¥æÂ·¤ô ¥ßàØ ·¤ÚUÙè ãñ Ñ
(i)

ÂýàÙ-ÂéçSÌ·¤æ ¹ôÜÙð ·ð¤ çÜ° ©â·ð¤ ·¤ßÚU ÂðÁ¤ÂÚU Ü»è ·¤æ»Á ·¤è
âèÜ ·¤ô È¤æÇ¸U Üð¢UÐ ¹éÜè ãé§ü Øæ çÕÙæ SÅUè·¤ÚU-âèÜU ·¤è ÂéçSÌ·¤æ
Sßè·¤æÚU Ù ·¤Úð¢UÐ

(ii)

·¤ßÚU ÂëDU ÂÚU ÀUÂð çÙÎðüàææÙéâæÚU ÂýàÙ-ÂéçSÌ·¤æ ·ð¤ ÂëDU ÌÍæ ÂýàÙô¢ ·¤è
â¢Øæ ·¤ô ¥ÀUè ÌÚUã ¿ñ·¤ ·¤ÚU Üð¢U ç·¤ Øð ÂêÚðU ãñ¢UÐ ÎôáÂêæü ÂéçSÌ·¤æ
çÁÙ×ð¢ ÂëDU / ÂýàÙ ·¤× ãô¢ Øæ ÎéÕæÚUæ ¥æ »Øð ãô¢ Øæ âèçÚUØÜU ×ð¢ Ù ãô¢
¥ÍæüÌ ç·¤âè Öè Âý·¤æÚU ·¤è æéçÅUÂêæü ÂéçSÌ·¤æ Sßè·¤æÚU Ù ·¤Úð¢U ÌÍæ
©âè â×Ø ©âð ÜUõÅUæ·¤ÚU ©â·ð¤ SÍæÙ ÂÚU ÎêâÚUè âãè ÂýàÙ-ÂéçSÌ·¤æ
Üð Üð¢Ð U §â·ð¤ çÜ° ¥æÂ·¤ô Âæ¡¿ ç×ÙÅU çÎØð ÁæØð¢»ðÐ ©â·ð¤ ÕæÎ Ù
Ìô ¥æÂ·¤è ÂýàÙ-ÂéçSÌ·¤æ ßæÂâ Üè ÁæØð»è ¥õÚU Ù ãè ¥æÂ·¤ô
¥çÌçÚUQ¤ â×Ø çÎØæ ÁæØð»æÐ

(iii) §â Áæ¡¿ ·ð¤ ÕæÎ ÂýàÙ-ÂéçSÌ·¤æ ·¤è R¤× â¢Øæ ©æÚU-Âæ·¤ ÂÚU ¥¢ç·¤Ì

·¤Úð¢U ¥UõÚU ©æÚU-Âæ·¤ ·¤è R¤×¤â¢Øæ §â ÂýàÙ-ÂéçSÌ·¤æ ÂÚU ¥¢ç·¤Ì ·¤ÚU
ÎðÐ¢

4. ÂýØð·¤ ÂýàÙ ·ð¤ çÜ° ¿æÚU ©æÚU çß·¤ËÂ (A), (B), (C) ÌÍæ (D) çÎØð »Øð ãñ¢Ð

¥æÂ·¤ô âãè ©æÚU ·ð¤ Îèæüßëæ ·¤ô ÂðÙ âð ÖÚU·¤ÚU ·¤æÜæ ·¤ÚUÙæ ãñ Áñâæ ç·¤ Ùè¿ð
çÎ¹æØæ »Øæ ãñÐ

©ÎæãÚUæ Ñ

A

B

C

D

ÁÕç·¤ (C) âãè ©æÚU ãñÐ

D

5. ÂýàÙô¢ ·ð¤ ©æÚU ·ð¤ßÜU ÂýàÙ Âæ I ·ð¤ ¥ÎÚU çÎØð »Øð ©æÚU-Âæ·¤ ÂÚU ãè ¥¢ç·¤Ì

where (C) is the correct response.
Your responses to the items are to be indicated in the Answer
Sheet given inside the Paper I booklet only. If you mark
at any place other than in the ovals in the Answer Sheet, it
will not be evaluated.
6. Read instructions given inside carefully.
7. Rough Work is to be done in the end of this booklet.
8. If you write your name or put any mark on any part of the
test booklet, except for the space allotted for the relevant
entries, which may disclose your identity, you will render
yourself liable to disqualification.
9. You have to return the test question booklet to the
invigilators at the end of the examination compulsorily
and must not carry it with you outside the Examination
Hall.
10. Use only Blue/Black Ball point pen.
11. Use of any calculator or log table etc., is prohibited.
12. There is NO negative marking.
5.
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[Maximum Marks : 100

Number of Questions in this Booklet : 50

Instructions for the Candidates
1.

(In words)

·¤ÚUÙð ãñ¢Ð ØçÎ ¥æÂ ©æÚU Âæ·¤ ÂÚU çÎØð »Øð Îèæüßëæ ·ð¤ ¥Üæßæ ç·¤âè ¥Ø
SÍæÙ ÂÚU ©æÚU ç¿ãæ¢ç·¤Ì ·¤ÚUÌð ãñ, Ìô ©â·¤æ ×êËUØæ¢·¤Ù Ùãè¢ ãô»æÐ

6. ¥ÎÚU çÎØð »Øð çÙÎðüàæô¢ ·¤ô ØæÙÂêßü·¤ ÂÉ¸ð¢UÐ
7. ·¤ææ ·¤æ× (Rough Work) §â ÂéçSÌ·¤æ ·ð¤ ¥çÌ× ÂëDU ÂÚU ·¤Úð¢UÐ
8. ØçÎ ¥æÂ ©æÚU-ÂéçSÌ·¤æ ÂÚU ¥ÂÙæ Ùæ× Øæ °ðâæ ·¤ô§ü Öè çÙàææÙ çÁââð ¥æÂ·¤è

Âã¿æÙ ãô â·ð¤, ¤ç·¤âè Öè Öæ» ÂÚU ÎàææüÌð Øæ ¥¢ç·¤Ì ·¤ÚUÌð ãñ¢ Ìô ÂÚUèÿææ ·ð¤
çÜØð ¥ØôØ æôçáÌ ·¤ÚU çÎØð ÁæØð¢»ðÐ
9. ¥æÂ·¤ô ÂÚUèÿææ â×æ# ãôÙð ¤ÂÚU ©æÚU-ÂéçSÌ·¤æ çÙÚUèÿæ·¤ ×ãôÎØ ·¤ô ÜUõÅUæÙæ

¥æßàØ·¤ ãñ ¥õÚU ÂÚUèÿææ â×æç# ·ð¤ ÕæÎ ¥ÂÙð âæÍ ÂÚUèÿææ ÖßÙ âð ÕæãÚU Ù
Üð·¤ÚU ÁæØð¢Ð

·ð¤ßÜ ÙèÜð / ·¤æÜð ÕæÜU ßæ§ZÅU ÂñÙ ·¤æ ãè §SÌð×æÜ ·¤Úð¢UÐ
ç·¤âè Öè Âý·¤æÚU ·¤æ â¢»æ·¤ (·ñ¤Ü·é¤ÜðÅUÚU) UØæ Üæ» ÅðUÕÜ ¥æçÎ ·¤æ
ÂýØô» ßçÁüÌ ãñÐ
12. »ÜÌ ©æÚU ·ð¤ çÜ° ¥¢·¤ Ùãè¢ ·¤æÅðU ÁæØð¢»ðÐ
10.
11.

1
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ELECTRONIC SCIENCE
PAPERII
Note :

1.

2.

This paper contains fifty (50) multiple-choice questions, each question carrying
two (2) marks. Attempt all of them.

A Zener diode works on the principle of :
(A)

tunneling of charge carriers across the junction

(B)

thermionic emission

(C)

diffusion of charge carriers across the junction

(D)

hopping of charge carriers across the junction

The pinch off voltage of JFET is 5.0 volts. Its cut off voltage is :
(A)

3.

4.

5.

5V

(B)

2.5 V

(C)

5.0 V

(D)

3

52V

The Fourier transform of a function f (t) is given by :
∞

f (t) e2st dt

(A)

∫

(C)

1∞
∫ 2∞

0

f (t) e jwt dt

∞

f (t) e2 jwt dt

(B)

∫

(D)

1∞
∫ 2∞

0

f (t) e 2 jwt dt

Nortons theorem results in :
(A)

a current source with an impedance in parallel

(B)

a voltage source with an impedance in series

(C)

a voltage source alone

(D)

a current source alone

CMRR (Common Mode Rejection Ratio) for a differential amplifier should be :
(A)

J8805

Zero

(B)

Unity

(C)
2

Small

(D)

Large
P.T.O.

6.

7.

8.

9.

The Op.amp circuit shown in the given figure can be used for :

(A)

addition

(B)

subtraction

(C)

both addition and subtraction

(D)

multiplication

The toggle operation is used :
(A)

with a gate circuit

(B)

with a flip-flop

(C)

without a flip-flop

(D)

all of the above

Data can be changed from analog signal to special code and vice-versa by using :
(A)

ADC and DAC

(B)

Shift register

(C)

Synchronous counter

(D)

Timer

The no. of flags in Intel 8085 Microprocessor is :
(A)

10.

11.

12.

(B)

3

(C)

4

(D)

5

What is the direction of address bus ?
(A)

Unidirectional into mp

(B)

Bidirectional

(C)

Unidirectional out of mp

(D)

Mixed direction in mp and some other out of mp

A compiler for a high level language runs on one machine and produces code for a
different machine is called :
(A)

Optimizing compiler

(B)

One pass compiler

(C)

Cross compiler

(D)

Multi-pass compiler

Yagi-Uda antenna input impedance is approximately :
(A)

13.

2

75 V

(B)

150 V

(C)

300 V

(D)

220 V

When the phase velocity of an electromagnetic wave depends on frequency in any
medium, the phenomenon is called :
(A)

J8805

Scattering

(B)

Polarization
3

(C)

Absorption

(D)

Dispersion
P.T.O.

14.

For a given data rate, the bandwidth required with m-ary transmission is smaller than
that for binary transmission by :

log 2 m
2

15.

For time division multiplexing, the modulation used is :
(A) PAM
(B) PWM
(C) PCM

(D)

PPM

16.

A device that does not have the gate terminal is :
(A) triac
(B) FET
(C)

(D)

diac

17.

(D)

400 nm

log2m

(B)

log 2 m
m

2
log 2 m

(D)

(A)

(C)

SCR

Silicon photodetectors are useful at wavelength of :
(A) 800 - 900 nm
(B) 1300 nm
(C) 1550 nm

18.

Which one of the following additional devices is required in order to measure pressure
using LVDT ?
(A) Strain gauge
(B) Pilot tube
(C) Bourden tube
(D) Rotameter

19.

Signal flow graph is used to find :
(A) transfer function of the system
(C) controllability of the system

20.

Hall
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

(B)
(D)

stability of the system
poles of the system

effect transducer can be used to measure :
Mobility, conductivity and carrier type
Displacement, position and velocity
Position, magnetic flux and pressure
Displacement, position and magnetic flux

(Question No. 21 to 30) :

The following items consist of two statements, one labelled the
Assertion (A) and the other labelled the Reason (R). You
are to examine these two statements carefully and decide if the
Assertion A and the Reason R are individually true and if so,
whether the Reason is a correct explanation of the Assertion.
Select your answers to these items using the codes given below
and mark your answer sheet accordingly.

Codes :
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A)
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true but (R) is not a correct explanation of (A)
(C) (A) is true but (R) is false
(D) (A) is false but (R) is true
J8805
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21.

Assertion (A)

:

Reason (R)

:

Assertion (A)

:

Reason (R)

:

Assertion (A)

:

Reason (R)

:

Assertion (A)

:

Reason (R)

:

Assertion (A)

:

Reason (R)

:

Assertion (A)

:

Reason (R)

:

27.

Assertion (A)
Reason (R)

:
:

FM is preferable to AM for transmitting high quality music.
FM signals have higher noise immunity.

28.

Assertion (A)

:

Reason (R)

:

Optical fibers have broader bandwidth to conventional copper
cable.
The information carrying capacity of optical fibers is limited by
dispersion.

Assertion (A)

:

Reason (R)

:

Assertion (A)

:

Reason (R)

:

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

29.

30.

J8805

Considering p-n-p and n-p-n transistors of identical
constructions as far as shape, size and doping are concerned,
the n-p-n transistor will have better frequency response.
The electron mobility is higher than that of hole mobility.
Superposition theorem can be used to determine the output of a
full wave rectifier whose inputs are sinusoidal signals at different
frequencies connected in series.
Superposition theorem holds good for all linear systems.
A monostable multivibrator can be used to alter the pube width
of a repetitive pulse train.
Monostable multivibrator has a single stable state.
R-2R ladder type D/A converter has a higher speed of conversion
than a weighted resistance D/A converter.
R-2R ladder type D/A converter uses a smaller number of
components than the weighted resistance D/A converter.
The do-while statement is used less frequently than the
while statement.
For most applications, it is more natural to test for continuation
of a loop at the beginning rather than at the end of the loop.
Helical antennas can be used as feeder for large parabolic
reflectors to obtain circular polarization.
Parabolic reflectors reverse the sense of polarization of the wave
during reflection.

The phase angle plot in Bode diagram is not affected by the
variation in the gain of the system.
The variation in the gain of the system has no effect on the phase
margin of the system.
A total of about one million bytes can be directly addressed by
the 8086 microprocessor.
The interface chip used for data transmission between 8086 and
a 16-bit ADC is 8255.
5
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31.

Digital measuring instruments use the following three types of A to D converters.
(i)
Dual slope type
(ii) Counter type
(iii) Flash type
The correct sequence for these converters in decreasing order of their speed (fastest to
slowest) is :
Codes :
(A) (iii), (i), (ii)
(B) (i), (ii), (iii)
(C) (ii), (iii), (i)
(D) (iii), (ii), (i)

32.

Consider the following steps :
(i)
Etching
(ii) Exposure to UV radiation
(iii) Stripping
(iv) Developing
After a wafer has been coated with photoresist, the correct sequence of these steps in
photolithography is :
Codes :
(A) (ii), (iv), (iii), (i)
(B) (ii), (iv), (i), (iii)
(C) (iv), (ii), (i), (iii)
(D) (iii), (ii), (iii), (i)

33.

The communication system developed are :
(i)
Radar
(ii) Satellite
(iii) Telephone
(iv) Telegraph
The chronological order is :
Codes :
(A) (iv), (iii), (i), (ii)
(B) (i), (ii), (iii), (iv)
(C) (iv), (iii), (ii), (i)
(D) (ii), (i), (iv), (iii)

34.

The electrodes in the electron gun of a CRT are :
(i)
3rd anode
(ii) focusing anode
(iii) cathode
(iv) heater
The order of arrangement of the electrodes in the CRT is :
Codes :
(A) (iv), (iii), (ii), (i)
(B) (i), (ii), (iii), (iv)
(C) (ii), (iii), (iv), (i)
(D) (iii), (ii), (i), (iv)

J8805
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35.

The Microprocessor chips available with different speed are :
(i)
8086
(ii) 80286
(iii) 8085
(iv) 80486
The increasing order of speed is :
Codes :
(A) (i), (ii), (iii), (iv)
(B) (ii), (i), (iii), (iv)
(C) (iv), (iii), (i), (ii)
(D) (iii), (i), (ii), (iv)

36.

Match List-I with List-II and select the
lists :
List-I
(a) BJT
(i)
(b) FET
(ii)
(c) SCR
(iii)
(d) Tunnel diode
(iv)
Codes :
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(A) (i)
(iii) (ii) (iv)
(B) (i)
(ii) (iii) (iv)
(C) (iv) (i)
(ii) (iii)
(D) (i)
(iv) (iii) (ii)

37.

correct answer using the codes given below the
List-II
Pinch off effect
Controlled rectification
Negative Resistance Characteristics
Punch through effect

Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer using the codes given below the
lists :
List-I
List-II
(a) Voltage series
(i)
Input impedance increases, output impedance
decreases
(b) Current series
(ii) Input impedance decreases, output impedance
increases
(c) Voltage shunt
(iii) Both input and output impedance increases
(d) Current shunt
(iv) Both input and output impedance decreases
Codes :
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(A) (i)
(iv) (iii) (ii)
(B) (i)
(ii) (iii) (iv)
(C) (i)
(iii) (iv) (ii)
(D) (iii) (i)
(ii) (iv)

J8805
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38.

Match List-I with List-II and select the
lists :
List-I
(a) Darlington amplifier
(i)
(b) Cascade amplifier
(ii)
(c) Common gate amplifier
(iii)
(d) Differential amplifier
(iv)
Codes :
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(A) (i)
(ii) (iii) (iv)
(B) (i)
(ii) (iv) (iii)
(C) (ii) (i)
(iii) (iv)
(D) (ii) (iii) (i)
(iv)

correct answer using the codes given below the
List-II
Low input impedance
Low output impedance
Low input capacitance but high Rin
Large Common Mode Rejection Ratio

39.

Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer using the codes given below the
lists :
List-I
List-II
(a) Flip-Flop can be used as latch
(i)
D-Flip-Flop
(b) Flip-Flop can be used as delay
(ii) Master-Slave
(c) Flip-Flop does not have race problem
(iii) JK
(d) Flip-Flop can be used as shift register
(iv) RS
Codes :
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(A) (iv) (i)
(ii) (iii)
(B) (ii) (iv) (i)
(iii)
(C) (i)
(iii) (ii) (iv)
(D) (iii) (i)
(iv) (ii)

40.

Match List-I with List-II and select the
lists :
List-I
(a) LVDT
(i)
(b) Bourdon tube
(ii)
(c) Strain gauge
(iii)
(d) Thermistor
(iv)
Codes :
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(A) (iv) (iii) (ii) (i)
(B) (iii) (ii) (i)
(iv)
(C) (iv) (i)
(iii) (ii)
(D) (iii) (i)
(iv) (ii)

J8805

correct answer using the codes given below the
List-II
Pressure
Temperature
Displacement
Stress

8
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41.

42.

43.

Match List-I with List-II and select the
lists :
List-I
(a) LASER
(i)
(b) Solar Cell
(ii)
(c) Photo diode
(iii)
(d) LED
(iv)
Codes :
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(A) (iv) (iii) (ii) (i)
(B) (i)
(ii) (iii) (iv)
(C) (iv) (iii) (i)
(ii)
(D) (ii) (i)
(iv) (iii)

correct answer using the codes given below the

Match List-I with List-II and select the
lists :
List-I
(a) helical antenna
(b) horn antenna
(c) long horn antenna
(d) parabolic dish with horn feed
Codes :
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(A) (i)
(ii) (iii) (iv)
(B) (iv) (iii) (ii) (i)
(C) (ii) (i)
(iii) (ii)
(D) (i)
(ii) (iv) (iii)

correct answer using the codes given below the

Match List-I with List-II and select the
lists :
List-I
(a) AM
(i)
(b) FM
(ii)
(c) Noise in FM
(iii)
(d) Noise in AM and FM
(iv)
Codes :
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(A) (ii) (i)
(iv) (iii)
(B) (i)
(ii) (iii) (iv)
(C) (i)
(ii) (iv) (iii)
(D) (ii) (i)
(iii) (iv)

correct answer using the codes given below the

J8805

List-II
Emits light of low intensity
Detects the light incident upon it
Delivers power to a load
Emits light of high intensity

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

List-II
circular polarization
simplicity and compactness
low noise
high directivity

List-II
Radio communication
Constant carrier frequency
Triangular noise power spectrum
Rectangular noise power spectrum

9
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44.

Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer using the codes given below the
lists :
List-I
List-II
(a) Parallel comparator
(i)
Null balancing type
(b) Successive approximation
(ii) Fastest converter
(c) Dual slope
(iii) Voltage dependent conversion type
(d) Counter type
(iv) Integrating type
Codes :
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(A) (ii) (i)
(iii) (iv)
(B) (ii) (i)
(iv) (iii)
(C) (i)
(ii) (iv) (iii)
(D) (i)
(ii) (iii) (iv)

45.

Match List-I with List-II and select the
lists :
List-I
(a) 8086
(i)
(b) 8085
(ii)
(c) 8255
(iii)
(d) 80486
(iv)
Codes :
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(A) (iii) (i)
(ii) (iv)
(B) (i)
(ii) (iii) (iv)
(C) (iv) (i)
(ii) (iii)
(D) (ii) (i)
(iv) (iii)

correct answer using the codes given below the
List-II
8-bit processor
Interface chip
16-bit processor
64-bit processor

Para Phrasing (Read the paragraph and answer the questions 46 to 50) :
The information age we are living in has been possible due to Microelectronic
revolution popularly known as the chip revolution. Semiconductor devices play a key
role in Information Technology, ie, information reception, amplification, manipulation,
generation and display. Microelectronics deals with Integrated Circuits which have
several advantages over discrete circuits. After the discovery of transistors in 1947,
these devices were commercially available from the renowned companies like RCA,
GE, Western Electronics etc. In 1956 three scientists were awarded the Noble prize
first time for the discovery of transistors which are Engineering devices. The monolithic
idea was first given by Kilby in 1958. Texas instruments in 1964 marketed ICs for the
first time. Since then the development of ICs was phenomenal. The evolution of IC
passed through SSI, MSI, LSI, VLSI and ULSI levels.
46.

The
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

J8805

term chip means :
Insulating substrate
Magnetic substrate
Semiconducting substrate
Metallic substrate
10
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47.

48.

49.

50.

The transistors discovered in 1947 are :
(A)

Point Contact transistors

(B)

Bipolar Junction transistors

(C)

Field Effect transistors

(D)

Unijunction transistors

The three scientists who were awarded the Nobel Prize in 1956 were :
(A)

Schottky, Gunn and Shockley

(B)

Shockley, Brattain and Bardeen

(C)

Schottky, Brattain and Bardeen

(D)

Kilby, Shockley and Bardeen

The semiconductor devices which play a key role in information generation,
amplification and detection are respectively :
(A)

Diodes, transistors and LEDs

(B)

LASER, transistor and APD

(C)

Logic gate, LCD and LED

(D)

MOSFET, diode and APD

The number of components per chip in VLSI is :
(A)

100 to 1000

(B)

10,000 to 1,00,000

(C)

10 to 100

(D)

1000 to 10,000
-oOo-

J8805
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Space For Rough Work
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